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Family Leisure Centre Expansion Project 

1. Are you familiar with a 2-boarded indoor field facility?

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

Yes 94.1% 96

No 5.9% 6

Comments 

 
13

  answered question 102

  skipped question 0

2. Are you familiar with a boardless fieldhouse indoor facility?

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

Yes 99.0% 101

No 1.0% 1

Comments 

 
10

  answered question 102

  skipped question 0
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3. Have you reviewed the attached presentation accompanying this survey?

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

Yes 97.1% 99

No 2.9% 3

Comments 

 
4

  answered question 102

  skipped question 0

4. Please provide any pertinent comments regarding the Pros and Cons Information Sheet 

provided by our District Head Coach of the two indoor games.

 
Response 

Count

  102

  answered question 102

  skipped question 0

5. Please provide any comments or suggestions that are specifically related to the Family 

Leisure Centre Expansion Project.

 
Response 

Count

  62

  answered question 62

  skipped question 40
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6. Taking into consideration the presentation and the previous questions, which option 

below would you select as the facility of choice for the expansion project?

 
Response 

Percent

Response 

Count

Fieldhouse (Boardless) Facility - 

75m x 45m
33.7% 33

2-Boarded Indoor Facility - 2 fields 

each 25m x 55m
13.3% 13

2-Boarded Indoor Facility - 2 

fields each 25m x 55m with a 

Futsol Field 25m x 45m painted 

inside the boarded field.

53.1% 52

  answered question 98

  skipped question 4
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Q1.  Are you familiar with a 2-boarded indoor field facility?

1 It is common in Alberta Jan 8, 2014 2:58 PM

2 All of our tounaments thus far( this year and last - RASC) AWAY are in boarded
facilities.

Jan 8, 2014 1:06 PM

3 the only option we should be looking at Jan 8, 2014 10:19 AM

4 Lethbridge, Calgary, Edmonton, Sherwood Park, St Albert, Red Deer, Regina,
Llodminster, Bonnyville, Spruce Grove

Jan 8, 2014 9:47 AM

5 just know we had a hockey board field years ago Jan 7, 2014 11:44 PM

6 For best use in competition football therr needs to be spectator area in between
the pitches

Jan 7, 2014 8:16 PM

7 this is not soccer, this is the reason why canada sucks internationally at soccer.
you wouldnt change the deminsions of a hockey rink to a complete circle to save
money so why would you do it to soccer

Jan 7, 2014 5:35 PM

8 we used to have boards,were told 10-12 yrs ago all of alberta was going
boardless, it seems that was  false but it was good for dhc/mhc to have no
boards  as they needed turf for college futsal competetions.  Was the change for
players or college head coaches job postion?

Jan 7, 2014 4:59 PM

9 having attended relatives indoor soccer in edmonton with boards, this is a lot
more exciting game to watch and more fun for the kids playing.  Would definitely
prefer to have boarded option in Medicine Hat.

Jan 7, 2014 4:26 PM

10 I have played in the boarded facilities in Leth, Cal, Edm, Red Deer, Sherwood
Park

Jan 7, 2014 3:53 PM

11 Lethbridge Jan 7, 2014 3:16 PM

12 Enjoy the boarded game much more than Futsol Jan 7, 2014 1:50 PM

13 Most Alberta communities have this type of facility. Jan 7, 2014 1:39 PM
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Q2.  Are you familiar with a boardless fieldhouse indoor facility?

1 Our current fieldhouse is the ONLY indoor facility my son has played at that does
NOT have boards

Jan 8, 2014 1:06 PM

2 we already have one. building another one is a waste of money. Jan 8, 2014 10:19 AM

3 Medicine Hat, Saskatoon Jan 8, 2014 9:47 AM

4 kids use it today w Jan 7, 2014 11:44 PM

5 This is real soccer. Jan 7, 2014 7:11 PM

6 should be the standard for all canadian indoor soccer leagues Jan 7, 2014 5:35 PM

7 we are one of the few cities that have one Jan 7, 2014 3:53 PM

8 Medicine Hat and Regina Jan 7, 2014 3:16 PM

9 Enjoy 7 v 7, but don't care for Futsol.  Nothing like the real game of soccer. Jan 7, 2014 1:50 PM

10 This is what our city has located in the field house in the Cypress Centre Jan 7, 2014 1:39 PM

Q3.  Have you reviewed the attached presentation accompanying this survey?

1 Presentation is very vague, not a lot of info provided.  Whats the plan for the old
field house?

Jan 8, 2014 9:47 AM

2 seems a little high moneywise for just soccer Jan 7, 2014 11:44 PM

3 until city actually makes building plans available we're just blowing in the wind,
as usual our association/board is running after the bus instead of being on it!

Jan 7, 2014 4:59 PM

4 the dimensions may not be accurate. as per meeting last night Jan 7, 2014 3:32 PM
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Q4.  Please provide any pertinent comments regarding the Pros and Cons Information Sheet provided by our
District Head Coach of the two indoor games.

1 For the more younger players a boarded field is not ideal. More often than not at
least one child per game will run in to the curtains causing little or no injuries
however if it were to be a boarded field the risk of injuries would be increased.

Jan 9, 2014 1:24 AM

2 Pros.. it is fundamentally better for the kids to enjoy and play the game. It's very
good for any player to try and play and learn  Cons: everyone in Alberta is
boarded! We can still do the fundamentals as well! It will be great for the city to
attract new sponsors and 2 boarded fields adds to tournaments and revenue for
the city!  Kids enjoy the boards and its a whole lot of fun! And it will be good for
other sports can use it too. It's just more practical. We had it good before and
why we changed it I don't know because Edmonton , Lethbridge , Calgary all
boards! Done!

Jan 8, 2014 10:37 PM

3 I believe by going with 2-boarded indoor facility with the futsol field painted inside
we are getting the best of both.

Jan 8, 2014 9:52 PM

4 not sure Jan 8, 2014 9:47 PM

5 I think the pros of a non-boarded facility outweigh the pros of a boarded facility.
As Joey mentioned, the ASA would ideally like to have non-boarded facilities
throughout the province.  Thus, it seems ideal to play without boards.

Jan 8, 2014 8:27 PM

6 if our desire is to promote soccor in our new facility at the lesuire centre then a
boardless fieldhouse is the best option. soccer played on a hockey ring is
detrimental to our players development of the long run. we have great
oppertunity to be able to bring the sport of soccer forward in possitive way by
having a facility that nutures the development of all medicine hat and area
players. coaches will be able to coach the sport in a way without boards that
enhances the enjoyment, understanding and positive technique. with a boardless
fieldhouse i belive the long term goal can be achived by the medicine hat
association.

Jan 8, 2014 7:47 PM

7 an accurate description of both games was provided Jan 8, 2014 3:46 PM

8 Pros and Cons are well illustrated in presentation,as long as the majority of
soccer fields are boarded with in  the province we are only hurting our teams
from Medicine Hat as we are inexperienced in board play and it shows when we
attend events outside of Medicine Hat. Lethbridge has a beautiful facility the
Sevus center which appears to be the layout in the city presentation. I feel it
would be beneficial to have the boarded fields for that reason not sure if the plan
is to keep field house in use as well but that would be great to have that as the
non boarded traditional fields on top of the new fields at the FLC

Jan 8, 2014 3:10 PM

9 I believe it is best to have a boarded facility then we can host provincials and it
can also be used by multiple sports more readily.

Jan 8, 2014 2:58 PM

10 Na Jan 8, 2014 2:06 PM

11 I think the boarded facility gives the ability to play different types of soccer rather
than just one

Jan 8, 2014 2:06 PM

12 As far as pros and cons go there are injuries in all sport at every level, its just a Jan 8, 2014 1:42 PM
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Q4.  Please provide any pertinent comments regarding the Pros and Cons Information Sheet provided by our
District Head Coach of the two indoor games.

part of the game. the simple facts are that we already have a facility that
provides a boardless game why do we need two? At the provincial level alberta
plays the boarded game in which cities have spent millions on the facilities so i
don't believe the boarded game is going away anytime soon. With proper
coaching players can develop skills needed to play the outdoor 11 a-side game
weather there are boards or not. With sharing the facility with other groups like
lacrosse, their professional league plays with boards so it would be a
disadvantage to their group to not have them. As a player who has played in
medicine hat for years i would love to be able to play the boarded one night and
futsol another as they are to different games but teach the same basics is soccer
to develop.

13 I agree that there is the possibility for more safety issues with a boarded facility.
The reality is there is always the risk of injury in sport. Even a dance class could
result in injury. Our players go out of town to play in tournaments throughout the
indoor season. Every other facility where our team has played has been a
boarded facility. Just that in its own leaves our players at a HUGE disadvantage
right from the start. The result of this is often game loss, and for the younger
players it can affect confidence, how they view the game and ultimately, whether
they choose to continue to play if the result is always that they lose. They may
take a loss well on the outside and be good sports about it, but NO ONE wants
to lose a game. We need our children to be active, we need them to want to be
involved in physical activity! Not to mention being involved in team activities has
proven to make the kids well rounded people and to keep them out of "trouble"
through their adolescent/teen years.

Jan 8, 2014 1:06 PM

14 A major con of the Unboarded field, that maybe was not presented but should
have been, is the fact that we go to provincials and compete in a boarded field.

Jan 8, 2014 12:57 PM

15 The boarded facility would allow our indoor rep teams to train and be more
competitive when we travel to indoor tournaments and provincials. Right now
with our training facility not having boards we are at a huge disadvantage since
they do not know how to use/play the boarded game. Our showings at these
competitions shows this with most placements are at the bottom if the standings.
If we are expected to compete in boarded competitions, we need a boarded
facility to train in.

Jan 8, 2014 12:47 PM

16 I think that the main question should be what game are we wanting to compete
in Alberta with?  We played in the RASC league and we feel it is a fantastic
organization.   The players learned great skills and teamwork.  We did find
though that we weren't even on the same playing field with the game as
everyone in Alberta plays with boards and we don't.  A major disadvantage.  So
if all of Alberta is playing boards we need to be too.  It makes no sense to me to
put our children in an environment to get hurt from not understanding the
boarded game.  Boards will hurt you if you have never been taught how I play
with them.   Besides, we would way rather travel in our own backyard-Alberta to
play soccer games then to spend tons of money to travel 5 hrs. from here to play
a fotsal game in Saskatchewan.  Driving in the middle of winter on icy roads
seems ridiculous for families.  Also, if we had boards then teams from all over
Alberta would come to us.  When we left RASC no one would travel to Medicine
Hat to play a Fotsal game, they wanted a boarded facility and we never had one.
The only way we could get teams to play us was if travelled.  Therefore, I feel

Jan 8, 2014 12:31 PM
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Q4.  Please provide any pertinent comments regarding the Pros and Cons Information Sheet provided by our
District Head Coach of the two indoor games.

that Medicine Hat should offer both types of facilities as then we are appealing to
all types if soccer players.  At a younger age we found the boarded game much
more exciting to watch and because you are in the middle of a hockey town so
you may get more interest from people who are just done with hockey and want
to try something similar.   Hopefully this info helps in the decision making
process.

17 Well I think the head coach wants a fieldhouse. The pros & cons are bias to a
fieldhouse approach.I think you should be looking into what the soccer
association want.Please look at what we told you in 2011. 2-boarded facility

Jan 8, 2014 10:19 AM

18 feel that a boardless facility allows greater flexibility for games as long as
curtains hang high enough not to interfere with play

Jan 8, 2014 10:03 AM

19 The pro/con sheet seems very biased as it tries to persuade the reader to favour
a boardless facility. It states a boarded facility is less safe, do they actually have
any factual proof of this (statistics, studies etc) to back this statement up.  Also it
states a boarded facility decreases opportunities for other user groups, what
other groups?  If they maintain the exsting field house, why would you need two
boardless facilites, other groups such as tennis players, base ball players etc
could still use the old facility.  A boarded facility could also accomodate
Lacrosse, which is a fast growing sport in Medicine Hat but there is no mention
of this, the sheet perceives the boarded facilty could only be used by soccer
players.  In fact a boarded facility would have a multitude of uses.

Jan 8, 2014 9:47 AM

20 Agree with the majority of comments made. Another pro I believe is the
increased physical activity level required with the fieldhouse setup due to the
size and ball control required.

Jan 8, 2014 9:00 AM

21 n/a Jan 8, 2014 8:59 AM

22 Having played for many years in Calgary at their indoor facilities I would highly
recommend a boarded facility. Yes, the 6 aside boarded game is not the same
as outdoor soccer but neither is futsal. The boarded game is very popular
because it is fast paced, everyone on the field is always involved in the play, and
it's great for developing ball control and short passing skills.

Jan 8, 2014 8:55 AM

23 Curtain needs to be high enough so that when raised does not interfere with ball
in play.

Jan 8, 2014 8:50 AM

24 Most facilities in Alberta are boarded, we should stay consistant Jan 8, 2014 8:20 AM

25 Don't like the boarded facility as much because of false dependency on boards
for assistance in games and injuries

Jan 8, 2014 7:07 AM

26 The boardless facility just makes more sense for the players Jan 8, 2014 6:02 AM

27 Would like to had him at the school meeting to explain and answer
questions,one page pro/con seems not enough for the cost/commitment
involved,either he cares or does not.  6.8-8.5 million is alot for one organization
in one building.

Jan 7, 2014 11:44 PM
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Q4.  Please provide any pertinent comments regarding the Pros and Cons Information Sheet provided by our
District Head Coach of the two indoor games.

28 Need more info.... Jan 7, 2014 10:31 PM

29 Boarded facility puts Medicine Hat on equal footing with the rest of the province Jan 7, 2014 10:24 PM

30 No comments! Jan 7, 2014 10:17 PM

31 I personally prefer the boardless field. It is a bigger field and safer. I was injured
many times in the boards.(body checking)

Jan 7, 2014 9:56 PM

32 I feel that this would greatly improve the quality of Medicine Hat indoor soccer Jan 7, 2014 9:44 PM

33 I enjoyed a layout with the pros and cons but do prefer a boarded facility Jan 7, 2014 9:25 PM

34 Agree with what has been announced in the information sheet Jan 7, 2014 9:22 PM

35 Full usage of the available space, curtains being more safe, and the more
realistic approximation of the outdoor game lead me to select the board less
option.

Jan 7, 2014 9:04 PM

36 Our children need physical recreation.Give them options!! Jan 7, 2014 8:46 PM

37 its not bad. Jan 7, 2014 8:33 PM

38 None Jan 7, 2014 8:23 PM

39 RASC needs to commit to boarded tournaments (soccer) or beardless
tournaments (futsal) and make the decision based on their commitment.  I
assumed the ASA was dictating safety and M.Hat respected this by adapting to a
boardless facility.  Yet we continue to travel to and support boarded soccer.  As
a parent, I am not committed to provincials.  I would prefer to support safety.

Jan 7, 2014 8:18 PM

40 The tournaments in Alberta are of the boarded type. Players need to train in this
manner to be competitive. Indoor football is too different to continue to train the
same as outdoor.

Jan 7, 2014 8:16 PM

41 Ball in play more Tournaments Jan 7, 2014 8:09 PM

42 I have attended numerous indoor tournaments and have witnessed children
sustain serious injuries due to collisions with the boards.  I believe a boardless
facility is a safer option, which also provides a better opportunity for skill
development on a year round basis.

Jan 7, 2014 8:08 PM

43 It was really well done and informative. Jan 7, 2014 8:04 PM

44 fair comment on both sides Jan 7, 2014 8:03 PM

45 I don't have a pertinent comment. Jan 7, 2014 7:48 PM

46 How will it make it harder to run camps?? If anything it will make it easyer and
have more kids on the field from more then one age group

Jan 7, 2014 7:37 PM

47 Good review of pros and cons Jan 7, 2014 7:28 PM
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Q4.  Please provide any pertinent comments regarding the Pros and Cons Information Sheet provided by our
District Head Coach of the two indoor games.

48 It would be nice if the turf would be even and flat instead of having all the bumps
it has now from being rolled and unrolled for other events. Make sure there is
good seating area available for spectators.

Jan 7, 2014 7:23 PM

49 Some of our higher level soccer teams play teams that play boards and although
I think boards are not a true reflection of real soccer I think in order to be
competitive we should either have the opportunity to play boards or we simply
don't play teams that play boards. We should all be on the same page as there's
not two types of hockey rinks......that is one boards and one without boards! That
said though if Provincials use boards then we should probably have boards.

Jan 7, 2014 7:11 PM

50 The only Pro that I felt was missing or not obvious was that the All-Star teams
(now call Junior Rattlers?) will have same opportunity to practice and learn on a
boarded field if the FLC expansion went through with the boarded concept.  I
found that this was the most frustrating aspect for my son and his team
(Crusaders at that time).  They never developed the skills of using the boards
like their provincial opponents did.

Jan 7, 2014 7:07 PM

51 My kids have played both boarded and boardless indoor soccer.  We and they
prefer boardless, as it strengthens skills most conducive to the outdoor soccer
game.  Also, my son ran into the boards multiple times - one of them was full
contact with his head - there's no protective equipment required other than shin
pads.  The boardless fields allow for better ball control and overall skills
development. A boarded field also makes it much harder for defenders and
goaltenders.  When a ball can be bounced off the boards, it can eliminate the
need for players to pass - specifically accurate passing.  It also makes it much
easier to get around defenders and take multiple shots on net when inaccurate
shots bounce off the boards back into play, making it an unfair advantage
against the goaltender. We don't think that a boarded facility should be built to
accomodate one group (RASC) being able to practice/play in a boarded facility
and the ability to host indoor (boarded) provincials rather than the overall benefit
of the entire soccer community - as well as other sport groups that could also
use the facility. Having a boardless facility allows the players to make an easier
transition to outdoor soccer.  Soccer is not hockey, so we do not need to make it
easier for Canadians to understand.  The popularity of soccer has grown
immensely in our country, and the game is quite similar to hockey already. If we
understand hockey, it's easy to grasp the game of soccer.

Jan 7, 2014 6:57 PM

52 We are at a disadvantage when attending all tournaments and provincial
competitions as we do not play with boards. We should have both.

Jan 7, 2014 6:34 PM

53 I have played both Futsal and boarded futsal is by far the better of the two for
providing a safer and more challenging side of the game improving players
technique considerably.

Jan 7, 2014 6:33 PM

54 none Jan 7, 2014 5:57 PM

55 The coach did a great job on this sheet. Accuracy should be rewarded ,not miss
guided aimless play. I especially enjoyed the sinister PRO FOR THE BOARDED
FIELD to which it stated that it is easier for CANADIANS TO UNDERSTAND
THAT STYLE OF PLAY. I laughed unfortunately cause it might be true. Do we
as Canadians or HATTERS ONLY UNDERSTAND HOCKEY?

Jan 7, 2014 5:35 PM
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Q4.  Please provide any pertinent comments regarding the Pros and Cons Information Sheet provided by our
District Head Coach of the two indoor games.

56 District Head Coach always seems to give us a sheet of paper instead showing
up to answers questions. Why are we paying this gentleman we have people in
assoc  that can run this program as a volunteer.Boards/Turf that decision will
belong to city as they control the money/specs. Grow up smell the fertilizer board
members. Going with boards is walking back 10-12 years long before any of you
the board were around,ASA has intentions for 2016 ,just as they had 10-12 yrs
ago. Good intentions are a way of praying for luck.

Jan 7, 2014 4:59 PM

57 / Jan 7, 2014 4:55 PM

58 Boards do promote player injury, and does not help build skill. When moving to
outdoor soccer in summer it is a different game for kids as they do not have skills
taught to them do to the boards.

Jan 7, 2014 4:54 PM

59 I prefer the board type of indoor soccer. Jan 7, 2014 4:27 PM

60 I do not know what this refers to. Jan 7, 2014 4:26 PM

61 Boards are needed to ensure good competition at probincials. Jan 7, 2014 4:14 PM

62 Injuries should not be emphasized as boards are not the only factor. Futsol being
a no tackle game means players are obviously going to incur less injuries

Jan 7, 2014 4:12 PM

63 It is apparent as to which one he prefers. Jan 7, 2014 4:08 PM

64 There really are very few pros to returning to a boarded game.  Medicine Hat is
just well ahead of the curve.  From current trends, you will see the rest of Alberta
pull away from boards within the next decade, so building a boarded facility will
push us backward and make Medicine Hat out of date while the facility is still
relatively new.

Jan 7, 2014 4:07 PM

65 A boarded facility does not provide year round training opportunities for college
and university or other regular soccer

Jan 7, 2014 4:07 PM

66 why build a boardless fieldhouse when we already have one Jan 7, 2014 3:53 PM

67 To my knowledge the only teams that play futsal are the rattlers. The rest if
minor soccer does not and they use the facility the most and have the most
amount of people so I do not think that we need to focus attention to the futsal
game.

Jan 7, 2014 3:38 PM

68 The information sheet it clearly bias towards a boardless facility but does contain
some excellent points.

Jan 7, 2014 3:35 PM

69 seems to be written by a person whos anti -boarded game. Jan 7, 2014 3:32 PM

70 It is nice that more games can be played at once on the boardless field. It is also
nice to have the indoor game resemble the outdoor game more but it's not fair to
the players who want to compete in provincials and other tournaments to not
have regular access to a boarded facility.

Jan 7, 2014 3:16 PM

71 Boards have some cons but I think would benefit our association in the long run Jan 7, 2014 3:12 PM
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Q4.  Please provide any pertinent comments regarding the Pros and Cons Information Sheet provided by our
District Head Coach of the two indoor games.

72 Boarded seems the way to go in order to compete at provincials and host
tournaments.

Jan 7, 2014 3:11 PM

73 The remark about boarded soccer being like hockey and " easier for most
Canadians to understand" makes Canadians sound stupid and should be
removed from the cons list!

Jan 7, 2014 2:56 PM

74 No comment Jan 7, 2014 2:50 PM

75 It is obvious that the person who drafted it is all about a open concept. Jan 7, 2014 2:48 PM

76 You can tell which he prefers. Jan 7, 2014 2:48 PM

77 After experiencing our old boarded fieldhouse and the current drop curtain
arrangement, I prefer the boarded fields. Too much time spent with the ball out
of play, particularly with younger players. I like the flexability of the fieldhouse
with ability to open up into a larger field for other sports as well, but we already
have one! And the conclusion was already drawn that a soccer facility is
required. Not a larger turfed single space for other potential sporting events. If
the twin boarded fields serve that purpose too, great! But let's not lose focus on
the need at hand versus the potential for other sports.

Jan 7, 2014 2:47 PM

78 To have a boarded facility puts us back on same page as rest of Alberta
Facilities. Less transitioning when travelling to other centers to play.  However,
increased injury with boards.  Greater skill level without boards.  Players learn
control and passing at a greater level without boards.

Jan 7, 2014 2:46 PM

79 Having a facility that can host other events such as the field house is not great
for the kids. As there are times that they miss over two weeks in a row of soccer
due to trade shows etc.  The field house currently is NOT wheelchair accessible.
In this day and age there is no need for this. With the curtains there is no
possible way for a person in a wheelchair to watch a soccer game.

Jan 7, 2014 2:36 PM

80 A boarded facility deals with the reality of Alberta soccer - most centers have
built new facilities and will be changing in the future. Being the only club that has
no board option puts us a a large disadvantage in tournament play and hosting.

Jan 7, 2014 2:30 PM

81 Having a boarded facility is not an inconvenience. Other groups and/or smaller
soccer groups can still use the facility even with the boards in place.

Jan 7, 2014 2:30 PM

82 Seems like the cons of the two board facilities were stressed, as if the person or
people making the presentation have already made up their mind(s) that the
boards are worse.  One of the pleasures of indoor soccer is that it IS different
than outdoor soccer.  Both are great, but each requires somewhat different skills.
Nevermind about overall training of goalies.  Rather, have goalies play both
outdoor and indoor (with the boards) to develop different skills.

Jan 7, 2014 2:24 PM

83 I do not think that the pro of an easier game to understand is a good enough
reason to build a facility.  I would prefer to encourage the original game of soccer
as a skill development rather than build a facility to only have a possibility to host
and attend provincials.  There are enough futsal tournaments or other
opportunities to play in tournaments and develop our children in the game of

Jan 7, 2014 2:19 PM
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Q4.  Please provide any pertinent comments regarding the Pros and Cons Information Sheet provided by our
District Head Coach of the two indoor games.

soccer.  With regards to the underdeveloped teams I think that we need to focus
on developing the game of soccer that is more closely related to the outdoor
game and the game that will give our children the best future opportunities.

84 I support Futsol (boardless field) because of safety and the flexibility of the field.
However, if we are going to continue sending teams to boarded tournaments,
then we need to have somewhere to practice. Thus, RASC must decide/choose -
boarded or nonboarded.

Jan 7, 2014 2:13 PM

85 Not having boards currently helps with our outdoor teams however it's unfair to
our teams for indoor as they don't understand how to use the boards to their
advantage

Jan 7, 2014 2:11 PM

86 I feel a boardless fieldhouse indoor facility would provide a safer experience for
our kids playing soccer.  To go from a current boardless indoor game to a
boarded indoor game would be taking a step back in the progress of soccer in
Medicine Hat.

Jan 7, 2014 2:08 PM

87 I like the opportunity to have a boarded field.  Yes, this is a different game - but
still it is a game and is exciting to watch!

Jan 7, 2014 2:08 PM

88 Boards are too dangerous - not having boards teaches better ball control and
gives the facility more flexability to hold other events.

Jan 7, 2014 2:07 PM

89 The comments sheet seemed fairly one sided and presented information on a
fieldhouse size that is much larger than what is being proposed by the city.

Jan 7, 2014 2:01 PM

90 It's hard to compare injuries when one game is no contact compared to another
game which has regular contact. The same contact players will face in any
outdoor game and in most cases indoor provincials

Jan 7, 2014 1:59 PM

91 I thought it was quite self explanatory, but it did seem like it favoured boardless. Jan 7, 2014 1:50 PM

92 GREAT Jan 7, 2014 1:49 PM

93 Good document Jan 7, 2014 1:47 PM

94 I feel these pros and cons are somewhat biased. Jan 7, 2014 1:47 PM

95 . Jan 7, 2014 1:45 PM

96 We are in need of a boarded facility.  We already have the indoor futsal, non
boarded facility.  Everywhere else in Alberta plays boarded, we need to too.  It
can bring revenue to our city to host tournaments in both kinds of facilities
instead of just the one.

Jan 7, 2014 1:39 PM

97 With access to  a boardless fieldhouse indoor facility already I see no point in
building another one as this one could still be used if required. As for the 2-
boarded indoor field facility it would give our city the growth in this recreation with
the ability to host provincials and other such events. Isn't that what we should
really be looking towards - building toward future instead of what is required
currently?

Jan 7, 2014 1:32 PM
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Q4.  Please provide any pertinent comments regarding the Pros and Cons Information Sheet provided by our
District Head Coach of the two indoor games.

98 Do like the flexibility and safety aspect of boardless facility but would be nice to
have experience for those attending provincials with a boarded facility.

Jan 7, 2014 1:31 PM

99 No comment Jan 7, 2014 1:23 PM

100 As long as Alberta continues to run indoor soccer as a game with boards, I feel
that fields with boards should be built.

Jan 7, 2014 1:18 PM

101 The extra facility is going to be an asset to our community either way. Adding a
boarded facility to Medicine Hat brings something new that we currently do not
have.

Jan 7, 2014 1:17 PM

102 We need boards so we can compete at tournament level Jan 7, 2014 1:13 PM
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Q5.  Please provide any comments or suggestions that are specifically related to the Family Leisure Centre
Expansion Project.

1 I love the hat and I would suggest the leisure center and the city to remain
control of this expansion. The soccer association in the hat is great but keep It
with control from the city! The association needs to not in control!

Jan 8, 2014 10:37 PM

2 If we are playing in tournaments that are boarded facilities, I believe it makes
sense to be able to practise in a boarded facility.

Jan 8, 2014 9:52 PM

3 I believe a non-boarded facility is more beneficial for players in the sense that
they will generate better ball skills &soccer awareness.  Also, safety is always an
issue while playing boarded soccer.  It would be ideal if the non-boarded facility
was larger (100mx60m) for 11 aside games; however, the city has deemed that
unrealistic.

Jan 8, 2014 8:27 PM

4 We need a two field boarded facility plain and simple. Jan 8, 2014 1:42 PM

5 We already have the fieldhouse which will be there to use for many activities. A
boarded facility would provide more options for hosting activities and events.
With this would be the possibility of those attending to be staying in hotels,
eating out, and shopping, resulting in an increased revenue for our local
businesses. It could be a win-win for the players, parents, businesses and city.

Jan 8, 2014 1:06 PM

6 I think it's great that the city of Medicine Hat want to build a soccer facility.
Medicine Hat Soccer truly need a facility to improve of player development &
coaching development.If you look at what all the other alberta cities have built
you will see there all 2-boarded or more. Why would we build something diffrent
than everyone else.The boarded game is not going anywhere. Why do you think
other cities don't come to Medicine Hat examples Calgary,Edmonton, Lethbridge
1 time. they don't come because we don't play boarded indoor soccer. There Is
nothing wrong with futsol, it's a good game.we can still play it in a boarded field
so really its simple, build a 2 boarded facility with futsol lines.

Jan 8, 2014 10:19 AM

7 Medicine Hat is one of the few communities that does not have a boarded indoor
facility. Indoor soccer teams that attend tournaments outside Medicine Hat are at
a huge disadvantage as indoor soccer with boards is an entirely different game.
As well Medicine Hat is missing out on an economic opportunity as without a
boarded facility we cannot host provinical or other smaller competitions. Why
does the pro/con sheet not mention the local economic potential of a boarded
facility?  Simply saying on the sheet that we cannot host provinicals does not tell
the whole story and people that dont attend provinicials or other competitions
would not care but mentioning the local ecomomic spinoff may change peoples
perceptions of this type of facility.

Jan 8, 2014 9:47 AM

8 n/a Jan 8, 2014 8:59 AM

9 I think having two boarded fields is much better than a single larger field. Most of
the use will be for league games and not training camps. There are no bleachers
shown in the boarded facility design.

Jan 8, 2014 8:55 AM

10 To ensure spectators in wheelchairs can cleary watch game in play. Jan 8, 2014 8:50 AM

11 We have a Fieldhouse already, boarded makes more sense Jan 8, 2014 8:20 AM
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12 Another field house is necessary and I like the board less facility better as I feel I
will encourage soccer developement in skills, versatility and endurance.

Jan 8, 2014 7:07 AM

13 With this untaking the board should stay on the city so our ideas will not get lost
in the political wrangling or council members will make a lame decision for us.
Kids will lose if we don't..

Jan 7, 2014 11:44 PM

14 I'm honestly not the one to even put forth a suggestion as the information
supplied isn't nearly enough. My understanding of all this would be whether or
not we as a city would wantto host provincials....aside from safety, to me that
seems to be the greatest pro of a boarded facility. Not entirely sure if safely plays
into this...what does a city like Calgary say? What would they recommend?
Members of the exec and people involved with MHSA that have played at the
college/university level and beyond should probably be the ones that decide this.

Jan 7, 2014 10:31 PM

15 Indoor soccer is growing and the facilities need to grow with the sport Jan 7, 2014 10:24 PM

16 It would be nice if the surface wouldn't have to be taken down. When it is re-laid
after a trade show the lines often are not matched and the carpet is not smooth
in areas causing players to trip!

Jan 7, 2014 9:56 PM

17 We look stupid when we go to a boarded tournament and get slaughtered
because we aren't used to it and do not know the rules, we need to hand both
types of facilities available to our players

Jan 7, 2014 9:25 PM

18 Personally seeing a restaurant, bar/pub, subway, timhortens would be a fantastic
addition to the project.

Jan 7, 2014 9:22 PM

19 Physical activities are very important on a daily basis.Give our children a place to
enjoy these activities.Go soccer!!!!

Jan 7, 2014 8:46 PM

20 i ve play soccer in no boards and it helps better at your skills. using boards, the
board is doing the work for you. my sons have play soccer they are 6 and 10 and
they have never play with boards and they learn faster at controlling the ball if
you play with boards must as well bring your sticks and play hockey.

Jan 7, 2014 8:33 PM

21 None Jan 7, 2014 8:23 PM

22 Spectator area that can view both pitches needs to be planned in. Jan 7, 2014 8:16 PM

23 Boards would allow med hat to participate in hosting more tournaments,
increasing tourism in our city.

Jan 7, 2014 8:09 PM

24 The soccer fields should be down all year not taken up constently witch in the
long run recks the turf and lessens the life of the turf witch will cost more money

Jan 7, 2014 7:37 PM

25 Would like to see a top quality state of the art indoor soccer facility built
regardless of what design is used. Medicine Hat needs this, as soccer becomes
more popular.

Jan 7, 2014 7:11 PM

26 I think this is a great opportunity for the MHSA and soccer in general in Medicine
Hat to get facilities similar to other large centres (ie boarded).

Jan 7, 2014 7:07 PM
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27 Fieldhouse Boardless Facility would be of greatest benefit.  As far as
details...water fountains accessible by players - which include the additional
higher spout for filling water bottles. Ample spectator space. Very limited removal
of the field flooring - our current turf is terrible because it is rolled up and laid out
multiple times each season.  This has created gaps and areas with large
wrinkles/bubbles on the turf that are a hazard to players.

Jan 7, 2014 6:57 PM

28 Hope it goes through. Jan 7, 2014 6:34 PM

29 It would be good to get a new facility but also keep the present field house
location and set up operational for soccer.

Jan 7, 2014 6:33 PM

30 The expansion is a great idea. Jan 7, 2014 5:57 PM

31 It is a terrible disappointment to have only the bare minimum resources for this
facility and for soccer in medicine hat to only allow for one boardless field in the
budget. Their are so many hockey rinks and baseball fields in town that keep
getting ridiculous amounts of funding and soccer gets almost nothing. Soccer is
grousely underfunded and under supported by the city of Medicine Hat. I was
born and raised here and have played soccer for almost 25 years here. We were
lucky growing up, to even get a field with lines painted on it, or a level playing
field that had the grass cut, but yet you could look across to almost any baseball
field in town and see bleachers, garbage bins, painted lines, and well maintained
grass. Their is a serious political negligence towards soccer in this town by the
city and its time they stepped up there commitment to a vast constituence that
play. My children are being raised to play soccer in this town and its my mission
to make sure they get the facilities I never got. DO NOT build an underbuget
second rate facility that barely meets the requirements of the game or the needs
of the people. Build a facility that allows for maximum usage with room to grow,
to allow all player to get more time on the field. Any hockey team gets at least
1.5hrs or more of ice time plus warm up. For indoor we get 1 hour total of field
time because we do not have enough fields to allow for more time which
includes our warm up. Please build at least two boardless fields and give that
crappy excuse of a field house to the baseball and tennis leagues, so that we
don't have to compete with trade shows and any other users of that facility. By
joining track and field with the soccer facilities is a good idea because it utilizes
similar genres. As well, a warm up area should be highly requested in order to
accomidate efficient use of the soccer fields and allow for proper warm up to
commence, in order to prevent injuries.

Jan 7, 2014 5:35 PM

32 Get on what ever committee the city allows you, be involved.Your 6.8-8.5 million
dollar projection is  approx.23-24% of total building for a multi use building with
probably 20 some associations wanting time/space. The city will look at this as
they decide what goes forward.

Jan 7, 2014 4:59 PM

33 / Jan 7, 2014 4:55 PM

34 Boarded option is preferred.  I do not know what the Futsol Field option relates to
(this is not explained in the package that I could see)

Jan 7, 2014 4:26 PM

35 Do it right and don't cut corners. Jan 7, 2014 4:14 PM
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36 It is difficult to comprehend that soccer is forced to choose between two second-
rate alternatives.  Simply relocating the inadequate facility we already have to
the north end of the city seems ridiculous.

Jan 7, 2014 4:07 PM

37 we have an opportunity to build a boarde facility funded by the city, we would
then be at the same level as every major city in the province

Jan 7, 2014 3:53 PM

38 I personally like the curtains because they are safer, but anywhere that we go for
soccer has boards and that puts the teams at a disadvantage because we are
not familiar with using them in our games. It also decreases our chances of
holding tournaments because teams don't want to come and have to change
their way of play by not having boards.

Jan 7, 2014 3:38 PM

39 I am delighted at the prospect of even getting additional soccer pitches.  While I
understand that for some this is an emotional topic, I personally am not really
bothered which type of field is chosen.  Except that I think that the ability to hold
indoor Provincial competitions is important and I think that only leaves us with
the option to go with boards.

Jan 7, 2014 3:35 PM

40 The city has tried twice 1982(ish) and 1998 and got it wrong both times. to build
another fieldhouse when we already have one is a waste of money. Build the
boarded facility or don't build at all. The choices below don't make sense as lines
on the field can added removed as desired. So it is a question of boards or
boardless.

Jan 7, 2014 3:32 PM

41 It would be nice for our players to be able to practice on a boarded facility to be
able to keep up with the rest of the province.

Jan 7, 2014 3:16 PM

42 The only thing that is annoying about the boardless field house is the nets that
come down and split the field into three. When using the entire pitch these are
often an obstacle for the goalie, they are too low. If the leisure centre goes with
the boardless option can this be rectified with either a higher roof or the nets
suspended higher?

Jan 7, 2014 2:56 PM

43 I strongly believe that we need boards to be competitive with the other soccer
communities, instead of playing futsol all year here and going to out of town
tournaments and being beating so badly that our kids are embarassed and
deflated.

Jan 7, 2014 2:48 PM

44 I am please to have been offered a forum to provide my, "two cents worth."
Whatever the result, I'm sure it will be well received. I thank those involved with
the soccer association who are better equipped to provide more accurate and
objective input to meet our true needs. Good job people!

Jan 7, 2014 2:47 PM

45 Making it wheelchair accessible should be a must.  Also having the fields the
same as the rest of the province. When soccer teams travel outside of Medicine
Hat for indoor soccer they have a HUGE disadvantage. As they are not use to
playing with boards and all the other cities have boards.

Jan 7, 2014 2:36 PM

46 I understand other organizations want to utilize the new facility, which is great.
However, the MHSA is the main organization to utilize it and our opinions should
be honored first and foremost. The existing field house is not going anywhere, so

Jan 7, 2014 2:30 PM
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these groups will be able to utilize more time there. Secondly, we already have a
field house but we do not have an indoor soccer facility. The best option is to
build a boarded facility and have the ability to play both games rather then not
have the option to play boarded at all!

47 I would tend to be more in favour with the fieldhouse option as this is more in line
with the game of soccer and it will provide for a more versatile space for the
users of Medicine Hat.

Jan 7, 2014 2:19 PM

48 Medicine Hat needs a facility where we can host tournaments. Since going to
tournaments out of town, I have noticed how much lack a facility. The teams
deserve a facility to practice where we can practice and be able to compete with
better teams.

Jan 7, 2014 2:11 PM

49 We already have a fieldhouse - why not another facility for soccer that will help
our indoor skills so when we play at other facilities we are no so out-played.  (I
know we have heard the stories that we do better than those other teams at
outdoor.)

Jan 7, 2014 2:08 PM

50 Yahoo!  and Hurry up! Jan 7, 2014 2:07 PM

51 Excited to see something new for soccer in the city. Jan 7, 2014 2:01 PM

52 This is very exciting for our city.  Any facility other than the existing complex
would be a bonus.

Jan 7, 2014 1:50 PM

53 Ok Jan 7, 2014 1:49 PM

54 Long over due yet seems insufficient for soccer. Jan 7, 2014 1:47 PM

55 In order to compete at a provincial level we would benefit from a boarded facility.
We already have one non boarded facility so it would be nice to see a boarded
facility as well.

Jan 7, 2014 1:47 PM

56 . Jan 7, 2014 1:45 PM

57 I think it is also important that we consider a 6/8 lane indoor track for this
expansion project.

Jan 7, 2014 1:39 PM

58 I would hope that this expansion provides proper seating for viewing 'all' the
events as was not done with the premier build of the leisure center pool.

Jan 7, 2014 1:32 PM

59 As this should service the community and serve the most people a boardless
facility will give the most flexibility to do that.

Jan 7, 2014 1:31 PM

60 I believe that we would benifit greatly having a boarded facility primarily for
provincials which will bring revenue to the city.

Jan 7, 2014 1:23 PM

61 None Jan 7, 2014 1:18 PM

62 For any tournament event there needs to be better spectator viewing than the
cypress center and the leisure center

Jan 7, 2014 1:13 PM


